
Offline Learning Activity for 
Beginning Spanish 2 

 

Day: Day 3 (Module 8, part 1) 

Topic: Imperfect Tense Conjugations and Usage 
Time: 120 minutes 

Overview 
This learning activity is for students to use when they do not have access to the 
course.  

Objectives 

After completing this activity, students will be able to . . . 

● conjugate in the imperfect tense 
● recognize instances the imperfect is used 

Assignment Instructions 

It is time to learn another verb tense!  The good news: There are only 3 irregulars in the entire tense! 
¡Super-fácil! 

The imperfect tense is used to describe past activities in a different way than the preterite tense.  As a 
general rule, the imperfect is used to describe actions which are seen by the speaker as incomplete or 
“continuing,” while the preterite is used to describe actions which have been completed. 

● The imperfect expresses what was happening at a certain time or how things used to be. 
The preterite, in contrast, expresses a completed action. 

   —¿Qué te pasó?   —Me torcí el tobillo. 

  —What happened to you?   —I sprained my ankle. 

  —¿Dónde vivías de niño?   —Vivía en San José. 
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  —Where did you live as a child?    —I lived in San José 

● The following words and expressions are often used with the imperfect because they 
express habitual or repeated actions: 

de niño/a (as a child) 

todos los días (every day) 

mientras (while) 

Uses of the IMPERFECT TENSE 

1. Habitual or repeated actions Íbamos al parque los domingos.>We used to go to the park on 
Sundays. 

2. Events or actions that were in 
progress 

Yo leía mientras él estudiaba.>I was reading while he was 
studying. 

3. Physical characteristics Era alto y guapo.>He was tall and handsome. 

 

 

4. Mental or emotional states Quería mucho a su familia.>He loved his family very much 

5. Time-telling Eran las tres y media.>It was 3:30. 

6. Age Los niños tenían seis años. 

The children were six years old. 

  

Here are 3 IMPERFECT REGULAR verbs: 

-AR regular verbs in the IMPERFECT TENSE will follow the same pattern as CANTAR 

-ER regular verbs in the IMPERFECT TENSE will follow the same pattern as BEBER 

-IR regular verbs in the IMPERFECT TENSE will follow the same pattern as ESCRIBIR 
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  cantar beber escribir 

SINGULAR FORMS    

yo  cantaba bebía escribía 

tú  cantabas bebías escribías 

Ud. / él / ella  cantaba bebía escribía 

PLURAL FORMS    

nosotros/as  cantábamos bebíamos escribíamos 

vosotros/as  cantabais bebíais escribíais 

 Uds. / ellos / ellas  cantaban bebían escribían 

● The imperfect endings of –er and –ir verbs are the same. 
● The nosotros form of –ar verbs always carries an accent mark on the first a of the ending. 
● All forms of –er and –ir verbs in the imperfect carry an accent on the first i of the ending. 
● There are no stem changes in the imperfect. 

entender (e: ie) >Entendíamos japonés.>We used to understand Japanese. 

servir (e:i)>El camarero les servía el café.>The waiter was serving them coffee. 

doler (o:ue)>A Javier le dolía el tobillo.>Javier’s ankle was hurting. 

HAY/HABÍA 

● The imperfect form of hay is había (there was; there were; there used to be). 
● Like hay, había can be followed by a singular or plural noun. 

  Había un solo médico en la sala.>There was only one doctor in the room. 

 Había dos pacientes allí.>There were two patients there. 

IMPERFECT IRREGULARS: ONLY 3! 
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  ir ser ver 

SINGULAR FORMS    

yo  iba era veía 

tú  ibas eras veías 

Ud. / él / ella  iba  era veía 

PLURAL FORMS    

nosotros/as  íbamos éramos veíamos 

vosotros/as  ibais erais veíais 

Uds. / ellos / ellas  iban eran veían 

● Lee y estudia las páginas sobre THE IMPERFECT TENSE en tu libro que comienza en la página 
224. 

Grading Info 
Complete the following activities on paper and turn them in to me when you return to school. 

● Page 225 Exercise 1(Answers only)  
● Page 225 Exercise 2 (Answers only) 
● Page 225 Exercise 3 (Answer each question in a complete sentence and in 

Spanish. Include the English translation of your answer.) 
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